Word of the week: Courage

*noun*

1. the ability to do something that frightens one.
2. strength in the face of pain or grief.

Monday Feb. 20
- Attendance
- Tune
- Scales D, G, C, and A
- Get out solo and ensemble music.
  - Break up into groups
  - Be productive
- We have a playing test on our ensemble music a week from today.
- While the class is working in groups, work with Nathan and Nelson on their solos
  - Get all the way through it
  - If they are struggling, tell them they need to come to the strings room before school to work.
- If there is time, listen to
  - Levi, Daniel, and Victor
  - Colby, Jason, and Simon
  - Shu, Htee, and Katia
  - Colin and Nathan
  - Victor and Nelson
  - Shu, Shelby, and Annicia

Tuesday Feb. 21
- Attendance
- Tune
- Scales D, G, C, and A
- Get out solo and ensemble music.
  - Pluck individually
  - No talking
  - Everyone needs to be in a seat
- While the class is working individually, listen to ensembles. 10 Minutes each.
  - Levi, Daniel, and Victor
  - Colby, Jason, and Simon
  - Shu, Htee, and Katia
  - Colin and Nathan
  - Victor and Nelson
  - Shu, Shelby, and Annicia
Weekly Goal: Concert Preparation

Wednesday Feb. 22
-Attendance
-Tune
-Scales D, G, C, and A
-Apollo Suite 10 minutes
  -Start at the end
  -Practice playing in time, without having clicks going
  -Chunk backwards from there. Work on playing together.
-Get out solo and ensemble music.
  -Pluck individually
  -No talking
  -Everyone needs to be in a seat
-While the class is working individually, listen to Nelson and Nathan on their solos.
  -Run through together with piano
-If there is time, hear the groups 10 Minutes each.
  -Brian, Ishmerai, Dim, Fatima, Johnny
  -Amario, Itzel, and Andrew

Thursday Feb. 23
-Attendance
-Tune
-Scales D, G, C, and A
-First Scale March 10 minutes
  -Start where you left off yesterday
  -Chunk backwards
  -Work on playing together in time without clicks
-Get out solo and ensemble music.
  -Pluck individually
  -No talking
  -Everyone needs to be in a seat
-While the class is working individually, listen to 10 Minutes each.
  -Levi, Daniel, and Victor
  -Colby, Jason, and Simon
  -Shu, Htee, and Katia
  -Colin and Nathan
  -Victor and Nelson
  -Shu, Shelby, and Annicia
  -Brian, Ishmerai, Dim, Fatima, Johnny
  -Amario, Itzel, and Andrew
2nd Period
Weekly Goal: Concert Preparation

Friday Feb. 24
-Attendance
-Tune
-Scales D, G, C, and A
-Get out solo and ensemble music.
  -Pluck individually
  -No talking
  -Everyone needs to be in a seat
-While the class is working individually, listen to 10 Minutes each.
  -Levi, Daniel, and Victor
  -Colby, Jason, and Simon
  -Shu, Htee, and Katia
  -Colin and Nathan
  -Victor and Nelson
  -Shu, Shelby, and Annicia
  -Brian, Ishmerai, Dim, Fatima, Johnny
  -Amario, Itzel, and Andrew